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G. Parzen

RHIC Project
Brookhaven National Laboratory
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1. Introduction

In the absence of a longitudinal magnetic field, symplectic tracking can be achieved

by replacing the magnets1 by a series of point magnets and drift spaces. To treat the

case when a longitudinal magnetic field is also present, this procedure is modified in this

paper by replacing the drift space by a solenoidal drift, which is defined as the motion of a

particle in a uniform longitudinal magnetic field. A symplectic integrator can be obtained

by subdividing each magnet into pieces and replacing each magnet piece by point magnets,

with only transverse fields, and solenoidal drift spaces. The reference orbit used here is

made up of arcs of circles and straight lines2 which join smoothly with each other. For this

choice of reference orbit, the required results are obtained to track particles, which are the

transfer functions, and the transfer time for the different elements. It is shown that these

results provide a symplectic integrator, and they are exact in the sense that as the number

of magnet pieces is increased, the particle motion will converge to the particle motion of

the exact equations of motion.

2. The Approximate Lattice

In the absence of a longitudinal magnetic field, one procedure for symplectic integration

is to replace each magnet in the given lattice by a series of point magnets and drift spaces.

The equations of motion for the approximate lattice which has only point magnets and

drifts can be integrated exactly, which gives a symplectic second order integrator2 for the

case where the longitudinal magnetic field, Bs, is absent.
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2 The Equations of Motion

For the case where a longitudinal magnetic field is present, Ds 7̂  0, the following

approximate lattice is proposed. Each magnet is broken into a number of pieces. A

magnet piece of length h is replaced by point magnets, at each end of the piece with only

transverse fields Bx, By, and a solenoidal drift which is defined as the particle motion in a

uniform longitudinal magnetic field. The point magnets at the ends of the piece, kick the

values of px and py at each end of the piece. In between the point magnets, the particle

performs a solenoidal drift; the particle coordinates change as they would in a uniform

longitudinal magnetic field.

It will be shown below that the above proposed approximate lattice for the case when

Bs ^ 0 gives a symplectic integrator. This integrator is correct to first order in h, using

the simplest procedure for specifying the longitudinal field in the solenoidal drift. More

complicated procedures for specifying the longitudinal field may improve the accuracy.

However first order in h accuracy may be sufficient as the effects due to the longitudinal

fields are often small. As one increases the number of magnet pieces, decreasing h, the

result obtained by integrating this approximate lattice will converge to the actual motion

for the given lattice.

3. The Equations of Motion

The equations of motion for the transverse coordinates may be written as3

dx 1 + x
ds ps

dpx _ps e
ds p c

ds Pc

-Px

s c ip

x, y are the transverse coordinates in a coordinate system based on a reference orbit with

the radius of curvature p (s). As the longitudinal coordinates one can use <f, the particle

time of arrival at s, and E the particle energy. The longitudinal coordinates obey the
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equations

dt 1 + x/pp
Ts ps v

In Eq. (3.1) it has been assumed that the electric field has only the longitudinal

component, Ss. One can show that the equation for dt/ds is equivalent to

(3.1c)

dt = [(1 + s/p)2 + (dx/ds? + (cfy/^)2] rfs

where dt is the path length over ds.

The equations of motion from Eqs. (3.1) may be derived from the hamiltonian

H = -(l + x/p) [E2/c2 - m2c2 + (Ux - cAx/c? - (II, - eAy/cfj ^2 (3.2a)

w h e r e n ^ n ^ , t h e c o o r d i n a t e s canon ica l t o x,y a r e

nx = px + eAz/c
(3.2b)

n s = Pt/ + eAy/c

The fields are related to the vector potential Ax,As,Ay by

c dt

It then follows that transfer functions found by integrating Eqs. (3.1) exactly are

symplectic transfer functions. The phrase transfer functions is used here to indicate the

set of functions that relate the final coordinates to the initial coordinates.

For the case when Bx = Bv = 0, one can find an equation for dps/ds,

-£- = -— (3.4)
ds p v '



4 Transfer Functions when Bs = 0

which follows from
dps px dpx py dpy

ds ps ds ps ds

and using Eq. (3.1a) for dpx/ds and dpyfds.

In the region of the lattice outside the rf cavities where the particle velocity is constant

it is convenient to use the coordinates qx-,qy instead of px,py

qx = Px/p, qy = Py/p

1/2 t3"5)
qs = (l - q\ - qy) " = ps/p

For large accelerators qx ~ dx/ds, qy ~ dy/ds. Eqs. (3.1) can then be written as

dx _ 1 + x/p

ds qs

dq^^qs^

dy 1 + x/p

ds ~~ qs
 Qy (3.6)

ds Bp [qs

ds p

Bp = pc/e

4. Transfer Functions when Bs = 0

This case was treated in Ref. 2. The results are summarized here. All the results given

in this paper use a reference orbit made up of smoothly joining circular arcs and straight

lines.

For the point magnets at each end of the magnet pieces of length h

%2 — xi, V2=yi

1 fc., . . s i n ^ / 2 ^
qXl + - ^ g t1 + Xx'p> 0/2 y

1 h,, , .sin^/2^ '
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X\V\S\ QxiQyi a r c the coordinates just before the point magnet. The sin{0/2) / {8/2) is

included so that in the case where the dipoles are uniform field dipoles, the central closed

orbit in the dipoles is the chord that connects the end points on the reference orbit in that

magnet piece. The sin (9/2) / (8/2) factor changes the transfer function by terms of order

h3. Thus the transfer function is the same up to terms of order /i2, with or without this

factor.

For the drift space between the point magnets the transfer functions are given by

Qxi = Qxi cos 8 + qSl sin 8

9s2 = ~Qxi sin.8 + qSl cos 0

qx (8/2) = qXl cos 0/2 + qai sin 0/2
(4.2)

2/2 = y\ +%iL\2

(1 + xi/p)psin8/qS2

d = h/p

is the path length between s\ and 52.

In regions of the lattice where 1/p = 0, Eqs. (4.2) become

(4.3)

5. Transfer Function when Bs^0 and 1/p = 0

When a longitudinal field is present, Bs / 0, then for the approximate lattice each

magnet is broken in pieces of length h. Each magnet piece is replaced by point magnets

at each end having only transverse fields Bx,By, and a solenoidal drift between the point

magnets. The solenoidal drift is the motion of a particle in a uniform longitudinal field.
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The effect of the point magnets at the ends of each piece are given by the transfer

functions, Eqs. (4.1)
£2 = z i , 3/2 = 2/1

1 ft-
qx*~qxi+B~^2 y (5.1)

1 ft A
%2 — %i ~~ B i x

The strength of the fields By, Bx to he used in the point magnet transfer functions will

be given below, and will be specified by the requirement that the transfer functions be

symplectic.

For the solenoidal drift from s\ to S2, Bx = By = 0 and assuming a region where

1/p = 0, then the equations of motion become from Eqs. (3.6)

dx
Ts

dqx

ds

dqs

ds

_<h
q:

= 0.

tr

9

Bs

Bp
1

Qs

dy
ds

dqy

ds
(5.2)

In Eq. (5.1) Bs is constant from si to S2 and parallel to the reference orbit which

is a straight line when 1/p = 0. The simplest assumption is to put Bs equal to the

value of Bs at beginning of the piece at x\siy\. This will result in a integrator which

is correct only to first order in h. This may be acceptable as in large accelerators, the

longitudinal orbit effects are small compared to the orbit effects due to the transverse

fields. More complicated and more accurate ways of specifying Bs for the solenoidal drift

may be constructed.

One sees from Eq. (5.2) that for the solenoidal drift when 1/p = 0, qs is constant and

qx,qy rotates through the angle a = —BaL\ilBp,

9x2 = 9xi cos a + qyi sin a

qy2 — —qXl sin a + qyi cos a
. (5.2a)

a = -BsLi2/Bp, Ln = («2 - -si) /qSl
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L\2 is the path length in going from ^i to 32,

9s qs i

The results for xo, 2/2 c a n De found from the invariants

qx + r=; y = constant
Bpqs

qv —— x = constant
Bp q3

(5.3)

which follows from Eq. (5.2). Thus one finds

— cos a ]F sin a 1 — cc
= xt+Ln |gXl —— + qyi

f / 1 — cos a \ sin a 1
L\2 -qXx I ) + qyi (c. Ks.

L V Q J ^ J (.5.5)

a = -BaLnlBp

The transfer functions for the solenoidal drift Eqs. (5.2) and Eqs. (5.5) can be rewritten

to make more obvious the contribution due to the solenoidal field Bs

2/2 = 2/1 +qyiLi2 + 93

qX2 = ?xi + 92

9y2 = ?w + 94

qS2 - q 3 l

F sin a — a 1 — cos a
(5.6)

[ sin a — a 1 — cos a
g\-Lu kn—-— + qna " a

92 = qxi (cos a - 1) + qyi sin a

F 1 — cos a; sin a —a]
S3 = £12 \-qxl—-— + qyi — - — j

9i = ~qx\ sin a + qn (cos a - 1)

a = -BsLu/Bp, Bs = Bs
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Eqs. (5.C) separate the effects of the solenoidal field and the effects due to a simple drift

as given bj- Eq. (4.3). Since the longitudinal effects are often small, a is small and one can

evaluate the gr, (a) by expanding cos a and sin a in powers of a. One has to keep enough

powers of a to achieve an accuracy of about one point in 1014 in the transfer function, as

this is the accuracy of computers often used in long term tracking. An accuracy of one

point in 10H may be achievable by keeping terms up to order a2 or a-3 for large accelerators.

We will now treat the question of whether the transfer functions for a magnet piece

given by Eq. (5.6), the solenoidal drift, and Eq. (5.1), the point magnets, are symplectic.

The transfer functions are symplectic if they are shown to be the exact solution of the

equations of motion which can be derived from a hamiltonian. A hamiltonian will exist

if the magnetic fields for the approximate lattice can be described by a vector potential,

B = curl A, for then Eq. (3.2) will give the hamiltonian.

It is instructive to reconsider the case where the longitudinal field is absent, Bs = 0.

In this case, it is often assumed that the fields are described by just the longitudinal

component of the vector potential

ay

8

This is achieved in large accelerators where usually it is the integrated fields that are

measured in each magnet. The integrated fields are defined by

—
By

1 f32

(ar,y) = / dsBx(xsy)

1 /"«£
(a:, y) = / dsBy (xsy)

S2 ~ si JSl

(5.8)

5i to S2 is the entire length of the magnet along the reference orbit. It can then be shown

that for the usual acceleration magnet, Bx,By satisfy divU = 0 and can be derived from

a vector potential As (x, y) according to Eq. (5.7), also Bs = 0. One may note that the

actual field in each magnet is replaced by Bx,By distributed uniformly in s along the

magnet. For the approximate lattice using point magnets, the vector potential for each

magnet piece is given by As

^ (5.9)
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This vector potential for the approximate lattice using point magnets, shows the transfer

functions found from the corresponding hamiltonian and equations of motion are symplec-

tic. Also Bx,By the fields used in the transfer functions for the point magnets are the

integrated fields,

BX = BX, By = Bv (5.10)

Now let us consider the case where the longitudinal field is present, Bs ^ 0. In order

to see the effects of the longitudinal field, it is not sufficient to measure just the integrated

field. One has to measure, to some degree, the magnetic field all along the magnet,

Bx, Bs, By which can be derived from a vector potential Ax, As, Ay according to Eq. (3.3).

For the approximate lattice, which in this case uses point magnets separated by solenoidal

drifts, the vector potential for each magnet may be chosen as

h
As = As(xsy)-[6(s- si) + 6(s~S2)}

Ax = ^Bs(x1s1y1)y + Ax(xisy1)-[6(s-si) + 6(s-s2)] (5.11)

A y = -Bs (xism) x + Ay fasyi) - [S (s - s i ) + 6(s- s2)}

Ax, Ay include the vector potential for a uniform longitudinal field, Bs (^l^iyi), that does

not depend on s.

One may note in Ax and Ay, the first term proportional to Bs does not contribute to

Bx and By as s is fixed at s = s\, the second term proportional to Ax or Ay does not

contribute to Bs as x, y are fixed at x\ and y\.

This vector potential for the approximate lattice describes a lattice where each magnet

piece is represented by point magnets at each end of the piece separated by a drift in a

uniform longitudinal field, Bs{x\s\y\). Bx,By the field used in the point magnet transfer

functions are then given by

d d
Bx = ~a-As (xsy) + -^-Ay (x\syi)

dy 9S (5.12)
ri /)

By - -rj^Aa (xsy) - -^Ax (zisiyi)

One sees that at s = s\ BXyBy are just the fields Bx,By at s = s\. However, at s = $2

Bx,By differ from the fields Bx,By at s = 52 by a term which is of order h. With this
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choice of Bx,By and with Bs (x\S\y\), Eqs. (5.1) and (5.6) are a syrnplectic integrator,

and it will be seen in Section 8 that it is correct to first order in h.

6. Transfer Functions when Bs ^ 0 and l/p ^ 0

In this paper the reference orbit is assumed to be made up of smoothly joining circular

arcs and straight lines. At the locations of the dipoles, the reference orbit will have a

radius of curvature l/p ^ 0. This allows us to construct a reference orbit which has a

continuous slope and is fairly close to the central closed orbit of the accelerator. It also

allows the calculation of the tune and other linear parameters by multiplying the transfer

matrices of each magnet piece.

As in the case where l/p = 0, Section 5, for the approximate lattice each magnet is

broken into pieces of length h along the reference orbit and each magnet piece is replaced

by point magnets at each end having only transverse fields and a solenoidal drift in a

uniform longitudinal field between the point magnets.

The effect of the point magnets at the ends of each magnet piece are given by the

transfer functions
X2 = xi , y2 = yi

_ 1 sin 0/2 h~
9x2 ~ qxi + B~p~T/2~2 y

1 s\n6/2hh *• ' '
9 9 ^

e = h/P

The strength of the Bx y will be chosen below.

For the solenoidal drift between the point magnets, one has to define it so that the

Bs for the solenoidal drift approaches the actual Bs as h goes to zero, and for which the

equations of motion are exactly solvable. One possible procedure for defining the solenoidal

drift is to have the longitudinal field be uniform in a Cartesian coordinate system based

on the chord or straight line that joins the end prints of the magnet piece which are on

the reference orbit. In this cartesian CS, the coordinates will be labeled x, 3, y, q^, qg. The

field along s, Bj is defined to be uniform in the solenoidal drift and

Bj = Ba (xisiyt) cos 0/2 (6.2)
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The cos 6/2 factor in Eq. (6.2) may be omitted as it differs from 1 by term of order h2. It

may be useful in rases where the magnet pieces are relatively large. In the cartesian CS,

the motion of the particle in the solenoidal drift is given by Eq. (5.6). Thus

L \ 2 = ( ^ 2 — ~ )

(6.3)
a = -BjL12/Bp

f sin a — a 1 — cos a 1
9\ = ^12 \1x\ H Qyl

[ a a J

x, s, y and q^, q^, q-g are the coordinates in the cartesian CS based on the chord of the

reference orbit for the magnet piece. To convert Eq. (6.3) into relationship between x\

and X2, we note the following relationships

^i = .Ti cos 6/2 , X2 = %2 cos 0/2

5j = —x\ sin 0/2 , S2 = 2/5 sin 0/2 + X2 sin 0/2

1 + —(a;i+x2)

= -qx\ sin 0/2 + qsi cos 0/2
(6.4)

= 9ii cos 0/2

—qx\ sin ^/2 + qsl cos ̂ /2 = —qx\ sin ^ + <?si cos 0

One can now relate X2 to :ci using Eq. (6.3) to give

x2 = 4 + hi (z2)

(l) _ 2psin^/2 (1 + xx/p) (qxi cos g/2 + qsl sing/2)

-^xi sin 6 + qs\ cos 0
(l) _
2

—9x1 s*n 0 -f- qa\ cos 6

If 6 1
Li2 = — (x2 + x i ) s in -+2 /9s in^ /2

951 L 2 J

a = -BjLn/Bp\ , 5 =

(6.5)
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Eq. (6.5) is an implicit relationship between £2 and x\. Ji\ depends on X2 through L12

and a whicli both depend on xo. x\ is the result for X2 when B3 — 0 [see Eq. (4.2)].

Eq. (6.4) cannot be solved analytically for xo- It can be soived by iteration assuming

that the term proportional to Bs, hi (xo), is small. Because of the usual smallness of the

longitudinal effects, a few iterations may give a resuit for X2 which is accurate to 1 part in

1014, which is roughly what is required for long term tracking.

The iteration may be done as follows:

= 40 )

(3) (°) J u fr(2)\ r(3)

In doing the iteration, g\ may be computed by expanding cos a, sin a to get

00

tx (6.7a)
a = -BjL12/Bp

4!

92 = Ctxl I -7T

gn = ~9yi"p TTT" n odd

9n = q%\ (-l)n/2 7——T7 n even
(n + lj!

In computing Xj , one case uses the gn for n < 1; for x\ use the ̂ n for n < 3, etc. For

large accelerators, it may be sufficient to iterate up to x\ • Having found X2 and L\2 for

the solenoid drift, one can now proceed to find qX2> t/2, gs2- In the cartesian CS, these are
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given by Eq. (5.G)

(6.8)

x2, j/2> 9j?2' Qsj a re re la ted to ? l 2 , 2/2, 9t/2 ?s2 by

2 / V9J/2 (6.9a)

V2 = 1/2 , 9y2 = Qy2

where 72 (6) is the rotation matrix

( cos 0 sin 9 1
R(d)=\ . „ A (6.9b)

[ — sin 0 cos $ J
Now using Eq. (6.4) which can be written as

=R(e/2)(qx) , (6.10)

one finds
c) +R(8/2)(9*)

f qs\ sin 9 + #2 cos

g5i cos0 - g2sin8/2

= 9ii (cos a — 1) + <7yj sin a

a — —tfjl

The results for j/2, 9y2 follow directly from Eq. (5.6)

3/2 = 3 / 1 -

sin a —a]j
94 = -Qxi sin a + qg\ (cos a — 1)

== ?3/l + 54

. 1 — cos a s i n a —*T1 ^ '
= -̂ 12 —9x1 1-'

a

Using the result found for Lyi from Eq. (6.8), one can find qx2, qS2, V2, qy2 using Eqs.

(6.11) and (6.12).
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Let us now treat the question of whether the above transfer functions are symplectic.

The vector potential for the actual magnetic field is given by Ax, As, Ay. The vector

potential for the approximate lattice may be written as

A = APM + ASOL (6.13a)

APM is the part of the vector potential that describes the point magnets given by its

components in the reference orbit CS

h
 A < \\s, ^ • st M sin 0/2

, = -Aa (xsy) [6(s-si) + 6(s- s2)}

- si) + S (s - s2)]
 S1" 9 (6.13b)

h A . .... . c. . . s in0/2= T^Ay (X\S J/l ) [6 (S — Si ) + d (S ~ S2)\2. u IZ

ASOL is the part of the vector potential that describes the solenoidal drift and is given by

its components in the cartesian CS

AsoLx = -^Bs

( 6 - 1 3 c )

The Bx, By to be used in the point magnets transfer function, Eq. (6.1) are given by

Bx = [§-A ^ j ^

- ((1 + xp) As (xsy)) - -Ax (Xls yi)j — -

As was found in Section 5, for the 1/p = 0 case, the Bx,By differ from the actual fields at

the point magnets at s = 52 by a term which is of order h.

7. Accuracy of the Integrator

It will be shown below that the integrator proposed above, using point magnets and

solenoidal drifts, for each magnet piece has an accuracy up to terms of order h, where h
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is the length of magnet piece. The error term is of order h2. This is a contrast to the case

where the longitudinal field is absent, Bs = 0, where it was shown2 that the integrator,

using point magnets and drifts, has an accuracy of order /i2, with an error term of order

h3. However, the error term of order h2, when Bs ^ 0, is proportional to the longitudinal

field and if the longitudinal effects may be considered small, the error term of order h2

may also be correspondingly small.

The treatment given here uses the results found in Ref. 2 for the Bs = 0 case. The

equations of motion are written as

^ = Mxt) i = l ,6
dX (7.1)
-1 = 1
d\

The /, do not depend on A and a Taylor series result for the x{ at the end of the magnet

piece, x,2 is

xi2 = x t l + h fa + J 2 ^ r f i % + ••• (7-2)
y=l,6 3

The Xi found at the end of a magnet piece with the integrator, using point magnets and

solenoidal drifts, has to be compared with the exact result Eq. (7.2) to determine the

accuracy of the integrator. Following the procedure used in Ref. 2, we write

/« = 9i + Ki (7.3a)

where the gi is the part of /,• that describes a solenoidal drift, gi contains the field free

term in the / , and the field dependent terms corresponding to a uniform Bs in the local

cartesian CS. The K{ are written as

Ki = Ki + AKi. (7.3b)

The Ki contains the field dependent terms corresponding to the fields Bx = Bx, By = By,

where Bx,By are the field used in the transfer functions for the point magnets. One can

then see that the AKi, evaluate at s = s\, are terms of order h.

For the point magnets at s\, the X{ are changed by

*i2 = xn + ^hKi (7.4)
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Repeating the calculations done in Ref. 2, one finds for the final x, using point magnets

and a solenoidal drift,

y
dx (7.5)

/.i = gn + Kit = fn ~ A A',,

Comparing Eq. (7.5) with Eq. (7.2) shows there is an error term of order h2. which is

proportional to the longitudinal field, Bs.

8. Summary of the Transfer Functions

It may be useful to summarize in one place the results for the transfer functions for the

symplectic integrator proposed above. These are the results that might be used in writing

a symplectic tracking program when longitudinal fields are present.

For the approximate lattice which is used to generate the integrator, it is assumed

that each magnet is broken up into a number of pieces. Each piece is represented in the

approximate lattice by point magnets at the ends of the piece and a solenoidal drift between

the point magnets. A solenoidal drift is the motion of a particle in a uniform longitudinal

field.

The results are given using a reference orbit made up of circular arcs and straight lines

which join smoothly. Thus there are regions of the lattice where the reference orbit has a

radius of curvalue 1/p = 0, usually at the drifts and quadrupoles, and there are regions

where 1/p = constant, usually at the dipoles. The results can also be used if one chooses

a reference orbit which always uses the local cartesian CS, based on the chord that joins

the end points of each magnet piece on the reference orbit.

8.1 Transfer Functions for the Point Magnets

In the approximate lattice, each magnet piece is represented by point magnets at the

ends of the pieces and a solenoidal drift between the ends. The magnet piece goes from

5 = si to s = 52 and has a length along the reference orbit of h = 52 — s\. For the point
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magnets, the transfer functions are

-2 = X\ , 2/2 = 2/1

1 sin 0/2

1 sin 0/2
(8.1a)

8 = h/p- (s2 -

The fields Bx, By may differ from the actual fields at the point magnet by terms of

order h and are given by

l + x/p
a a . . , 1 1 ( 8' lb )

—Ay {xisyi)--Q-((l + xjp) As{xsy))\

[ Ft f)

- ((1 + x/p) As (xsy)) -
B r = Bx, Bj, = By at 5 = 5i but not at s = S2.

8.2 Transfer Functions for the Solenoidal Drift

For the solenoidal drift between the point magnets, the transfer function for x is given

by
(o) , .

X2 = # + "1

~Qxl s^n 0 "J~ 9sl c o s ̂

hi = a - "«* ffl

_ sin a — a 1 — cos a
^1 = 9il I" 9yl /"o o\

« = -BjLu/Bp , Bj = Ba (x\s\y\) cos0/2

X12 = — [1 + {xx + x2) /2p] 2/9 sin 0/2

9x1 = 9ri cos 0/2 + qs\ sin 0/2

qs\ = -qx\ sin 0/2 + qs\ cos ̂ /2

x\ is the transfer function when Bs = 0, hi vanishes when Bs = 0, and Lu is the

path length between si and 52. h\ depends on x% through L\2 and a, and Eq. (8.2) is
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an implicit equation for xo which can be solved by iteration, assuming that h\ can be

considered small. This gives the iteration result

(0) _ (0) _(0)

( 8 ' 3 )

(3) _ (0) ,
X2 ~~ X2 "•" ll

Long term tracking is often done with an accuracy of 1 part in 1014 in the transfer

functions. For large accelerators, where the longitudinal effects are small, the 1 part in

1014 accuracy may be achieved after a few iterations.

In doing the iteration indicated by Eq. (8.3), g\ can be expanded in powers of a,

keeping only up to the power of a as the order of the iteration. Thus

oo

n=l

{~}f^ ,, (8.4)
gin — ~<Iyi~, rcr n odd v

/ i \n/2 1
9\n — qii ( ~ 1 ) 7 Try n even

Having found a?2 and L\2 by solving Eq. (8.2) one can then find <fa2>2/2>9j/2 using

q%2 = qx\ cos 6 4- qs\ sin 9 + 172 cos 0/2

qs2 = — qx\ si*1 & + 9«l cos B — 92 sin 6/2

y-2 = y\ -\-qy\L\2 + 93

qy2 = qy\ + 94 (8.5)

52 = 951 (cos a — 1) + ^yi sin a

[ 1 — cos a sin a — a
93 — L,\i —qsi f- ?yi

[ a a
54 = ~9ii sin a + qy\ (cos a - 1)
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8.3 Transfer Functions when 1/p = 0

In this case no iteration is required as L\i does not depend on X2- The transfer functions

for the solenoidal drift

L g\

qX2 = qx\ + 92

V2 = 2/1

qy2 = qy\ + 94 (8.6)

a = -

The transfer functions for the point magnets when 1/p — 0 are given by Eqs. (8.1) if one

puts sin {9J2) /(^/2) = 1.

The problem of tracking symplectically when longitudinal fields are present was treated

in Ref. 4 for the case of hard edge fringe fields.
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